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Where there is no vision, the people perish: but he that keeps the law, happy is he.
Proverbs 29:18
Why the Lord said, For as much as this people draw near me with their mouth, and with their lips do
honour me, but have removed their heart far from me, and their fear toward me is taught by the
precept of men: Therefore, behold, I will proceed to do a marvellous work among this people, even a
marvellous work and a wonder: for the wisdom of their wise men shall perish, and the understanding
of their prudent men shall be hid. Woe to them that seek deep to hide their counsel from the LORD,
and their works are in the dark, and they say, Who sees us? and who knows us? Surely your turning
of things upside down shall be esteemed as the potter's clay: for shall the work say of him that made
it, He made me not? or shall the thing framed say of him that framed it, He had no understanding? Is
it not yet a very little while, and Lebanon shall be turned into a fruitful field, and the fruitful field
shall be esteemed as a forest? And in that day shall the deaf hear the words of the book, and the
eyes of the blind shall see out of obscurity, and out of darkness. The meek also shall increase their
joy in the LORD, and the poor among men shall rejoice in the Holy One of Israel. For the terrible one
is brought to nothing, and the scorner is consumed, and all that watch for iniquity are cut off: That
make a man an offender for a word, and lay a snare for him that reproves in the gate, and turn aside
the just for a thing of nothing. Therefore thus said the LORD, who redeemed Abraham, concerning
the house of Jacob, Jacob shall not now be ashamed, neither shall his face now wax pale. But when
he sees his children, the work of my hands, in the middle of him, they shall sanctify my name, and
sanctify the Holy One of Jacob, and shall fear the God of Israel. They also that erred in spirit shall
come to understanding, and they that murmured shall learn
doctrine.
Isaiah 29: 13-24
For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God. For you have not received the
spirit of bondage again to fear; but you have received the Spirit of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba,
Father. The Spirit itself bears witness with our spirit, that we are the children of God: And if children,
then heirs; heirs of God, and joint-heirs with Christ; if so be that we suffer with him, that we may be
also glorified together. For I reckon that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be
compared with the glory which shall be revealed in us. For the earnest expectation of the creature
waits for the manifestation of the sons of God. For the creature was made subject to vanity, not
willingly, but by reason of him who has subjected the same in hope, Because the creature itself also
shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of the children of God.
For we know that the whole creation groans and travails in pain together until now. And not only
they, but ourselves also, which have the first fruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan within
ourselves, waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our body. For we are saved by hope:
but hope that is seen is not hope: for what a man sees, why does he yet hope for?
But if we hope for that we see not, then do we with patience wait for it. Romans 8:14-25

There has been a motion of the spirit of the Lord that at this time needs clear definition. For they that
have set their hope solely upon the Christ and His promise to remake us into His exact image, a change of
great importance has taken place. This change has broken with the normal past experience we have had
in the Word of God and has taken us from previous scriptures which clearly establish the way before us
into newly revealed scriptures that denote the promise of something far more greater. In the past we
have had our Pentecost experiences and many realms of belief and growth bringing us into the main aim

of Pentecost, and that was to be part of the Body of Christ in the earth with no schism or breach, no spot
or division. What has happened though is Pentecost has ended and the Church of Christ that was to be a
shining example of holiness in the earth has instead become the cage of every foul smelling evil spirit, the
haunt of every demonic force out there and the rifts and divisions within it are based on mass hysteria and
great realms of confusion and the unrighteous holding of truth. The Body of Christ that was to have come
by Pentecost power ended up being a decaying dead corpse lying immobile on the back side of the desert.
This Body which was to be unified in an honour and a glory unto Christ has instead become vile in every
sense of the word. The Body of Christ to look upon in this past expression is weak and insipid compared to
the other systems out there which are not according to the salvation given to us by Christ. I speak of the
Body of Christ that was to have encompassed all those who believe, it is at this time very backwards from
what the early church Apostles and Father’s saw as the will of the Lord.
So speaking now to they that are earnestly contending for the prize of the high calling in Christ Jesus, I say
unto those few, that the idolatry of this day found in Christendom is the main reason for the hardness of
the trials and testings, scourging and stripping, the laying bare of your soul to His holy gaze you have
endured through your lifetime. The Lord will not have you to be part of Christendom’s idolatry. For many
long years the Lord worked to separate you unto Himself AWAY from the vile divisive result of those who
claim to know the Lord but are in that place of idolatry in a divided company of people. This hard
chastisement of your life over these long years has also worked the soil of your soul into readied ground
for this new infusion of newly revealed scriptures, a planting that is necessary for the next age.
The people of Christendom are no different than Israel of old. They have exchanged the glory they were to
have had in Christ with compromise and passivity and have allowed themselves to be bereft of any sort of
image of Christ within their lives. Instead they have created nauseous massive multitudinous
denominations which only gender more confusion than the scientific community has with their many palls
against pure truth in this physical world. The body of Christianity has become Israel spinning around in the
wilderness until their carcasses fall to the dust. Or they became Israel, entering the Promised Land given
to them as a sole possession by God but instead they married the ungodly nations therein and had children
by them. The modern Christian world has become that vile. The judgments of God pronounced upon Israel
have been pronounced upon Christendom and all of Christendom has NO motion of the Holy Spirit in it AT
ALL ANYMORE. Jesus has withdrawn the comforter from them and He has withdrawn His working from
them. They are set aside unto the future time when the Lord will judge all nations; they will be included in
that judgment and all their idols will be ground to dust and fed to them.
But the Overcomer is of a different sort. The Lord weighed the hearts and found those who would love His
truth and love His spirit and who would guard it by obedience to His word and who would intelligently
wear the armour provided to them in the scriptures. The Lord has worked these many long years to
separate the Overcomer unto Himself. You cannot find an Overcomer in any of the denominational
systems nor in any group or profession who claims they are the mouthpiece of God. They are not part of
anything that has been labelled or named or promoted. The Overcomer has had one thing and one thing
only that has been in their vision, and that is Christ Jesus alone. Their gaze, fixed upon Him has caused the
cross to work and to cancel out all that is contrary to His nature in their lives and now, at this time, they
are laying swaddled in the death cloth wrappings of those who, like Jesus, tasted the shame of the cross
and died there. These now lay upon that cold stone slab within their own personal tomb with the stone laid
across the front of it, they are now separate from all that is out there beyond the rolled over stone, they
have no more life in this world. It is to these, laying dead in the tomb of end of their faith that this writing
is sent to. The time has come for the Lord to raise up those who have taken on the image of Christ in truth
and who have prevailed.

What exactly is the tomb experience about and how does one know they are part of it? It is not a cessation
of the flesh or the carnal mind working in the Overcomers life that proves the tomb is a real experience, it
is a cessation of their faith being affected by it, which is the proof of the tomb. The tomb takes one’s faith
and sets it apart totally from the carnal flesh nature which works in this world continually. A very
important word came around 3 years ago where the Lord said that “the dividing line was now complete.”
This meant that there was now a clear division between flesh and spirit in the life of the Overcomer, but
only in His sight, we may not have been aware of it. Now the Overcomer may not have had any awareness
of this line or of the dividing betwixt the two, but the Lord did that work, saw to it continually and
completed it. It was at that time an epic motion of His spirit in the lives of His saints and that
announcement was of vital importance to our time frame and to the promise of His coming. That line
drawn has allowed now the tomb to take effect in us, allowing our faith to be separate from our flesh,
allowing us to wait in peace for the resurrection.
When the Overcomer comes out of the tomb in the days ahead, then at long last the world of men will see
a unified body of people, a complete company with Christ as the head, fully engulfed in the feast of
Tabernacles they will bring nothing but the life of Christ to this fallen world. The fires of the Lord will burn
up the dross along with the idols over all the earth that has come from Adam’s fall while they bring forth
this life, but in the end of all things, it will be His life and nothing else which will be manifest in this earth.
It won’t take but a few minutes once the Overcomers are raised for this life to happen to this earth and for
the realms of death and dying to be destroyed. In the days ahead a particular set “hour” will come, and
within that “hour” a particular set “moment of time”, but a mere part of a single second, a twinkling of an
eye, and our change will come. We will be transformed from laying dead upon the cold stone slab to alive
in bodies glorified, risen in the power of an endless life, the stone rolled back, not a “perchance someday”,
but real eternal bodies that will overtake all other things. The coming of Christ a second time will denote
the bodily change in the Overcomer, not before, and His glorious coming will also bring forth this unified
perfect Body in the earth in the Feast of Tabernacles by which all creation shall be set free of death and
dying. The Feast of Tabernacles is yet to come, but when it does, so will our change come. This has been
our hope for many long years, we have longed for it, cherished it and now it is before us. There will be a
literal change of your mortality being swallowed up by immortality, and your corruption swallowed up by
incorruption. Fashioned like our risen Lord, so shall these few who have endured the years of the Lord’s
corrective hand be made new and they, along with those gone on before, will change this world into one
ruled entirely by His Kingdom.
Past writings put forth a prophecy in two parts.
The first part was that there would come a time when the presence of the Lord would “wane” from the
Overcomer, almost to the point of creating a panic. The Lord was going to seemingly withdraw His
presence and the witness of His spirit from the Overcomer almost as if they were totally abandoned by
God. Long would be the time of this waning and hard would be the cold reality that the Lord seems to have
disappeared. I first prophesied that this would happen some 3 years ago, and it has. The thought in some
has been that they did something wrong, that the Lord led them to come out of all the systems only to
abandon them here in the wilderness of testing. The thought that His presence left them was because they
were still in such a carnal condition that surely the Lord’s spirit must have been grieved with them, so He
abandoned them. What has happened with this waning of His presence is that many of the Overcomers
have grown very distressed. They wonder what they did wrong, where did the Lord go? Why they are so
left hurting and alone and without any witness that the Lord is still with them?

The circumstances of their life hasn’t changed, they are still surrounded by troubles on every side,
overcome with many grievous things and very much not seeing any prayers answered or reward for their
faith forthcoming. This dear reader is the darkness of your tomb. It is the place where you fear your
mortal life will see corruption that the rot of your corpse will actually begin to decay and your life will
become meaningless in the midst of this world of heartache and woe. It is here that the Overcomer begins
to doubt their way wondering what went wrong and why they are left cold and lifeless. But beloved of the
Lord! He will NOT suffer His HOLY ONE TO SEE CORRUPTION! “I have set the LORD always before
me: because he is at my right hand, I shall not be moved. Therefore my heart is glad, and my
glory rejoices: my flesh also shall rest in hope. For you will not leave my soul in hell; neither
will you suffer your Holy One to see corruption. You will show me the path of life: in your
presence is fullness of joy; at your right hand there are pleasures for ever more.” (Ps 16:8-11) Just
as Jesus Christ lay in the tomb and did not see corruption, NEITHER SHALL WE. This was prophesied in my
earlier writings and it has come to pass, it is now full. This waning of His presence has fully taken place
and continues. The reason for this is for the final formation of faith alone to carry the Overcomer and to
bring them up into the full measure of hope in the promise of the Lord that He would come, bringing His
Kingdom with Him. It has created a surety that could come by no other means.
The second part to this was also prophesied and that was that just prior to the coming of Christ a great
peace from the Lord would envelop completely the Overcomer. A peace in the midst of the storms the
world would be enduring from the shakings of the Lord, the Overcomer would awake one morning to
waves of peace from the Lord, an actual awareness of His motion in them, and this peace would never
leave them or forsake them right up until the moment of manifestation. These waves of peace would also
signal a new thing, immunity to further deceptions or spiritual warfare related to causing one to become
deluded. At that time all such assaults upon the Overcomer will be removed and the full authority of the
Lord as part of His functioning Army will be their portion. At this time we are in the questioning phase of
the first thing prophesied, that the Lord’s presence is waned from us and we are wondering what went
wrong. But that will soon be replaced by this peace, and then shall Jesus come again, a second time,
bringing the Kingdom of God with Him. He will appear while a great war is waging in the earth and while
many terrible things are happening, but Christ will come and manifest His Army all so that they can bring
His liberty and peace to this troubled earth. It is going to be a wonderful thing and mankind will enter into
this time of great peace and joy.
From this point on I will lay out 8 visions since the beginning of 2011 which culminate in the coming of
Christ and the Kingdom of God. It is my prayer that these will encourage you to know the truth and to be
set free by it. May the Lord give us understanding of these holy things.
(8 Visions)

(1st Vision)

“A vision was opened which caused my mind to be perplexed and my spirit to grieve with heaviness as to the sight
of this which was accompanied by great wonder at what this could mean. The Lord showed me the manchild in the
birth canal readied to be born. However, the bones and the vertebrae of this infant were twisted, blackened with
rot, the frame and the structure of the manchild was greatly distorted. Nothing of the manchild had any semblance
of being a normal child readied to be caught up to the Throne of God once born. Instead the manchild was born and
it lay completely dead, rotten and full of black mould and fungus as a rotting corpse. The Lord said to me, “This is the
false manchild.”
In further understanding of this vision I know that this is the failed mass of Christendom who waits for their
deliverance and their escape from this present world by the rapture at the coming of Christ to raise them in a power
that is more than a hope to them, but it has become their expectation. This false manchild is the culminate group of
doctrines which have delivered a body of people in the earth with no life of Christ present in that same body. They
are but a dead corpse trusting and hoping in a dead doctrine. Their fruit comes from the false prophet found in
Revelation 16:13 and all their words have become an abomination unto the Lord who has set them aside unto a
future time wherein His judgments will correct their deadness. Revelation 16:13 states that there were three
unclean spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon, the beast and the false prophet. These unclean frogs
are “vain repetitions”; a religious coming together to babble and to blunder at any form of truth or of doctrine that
befits those who call upon the name of Christ. At times these of the false manchild cause tribulation to the true
Overcomers who are being formed into this manchild company, but for the most part the Overcomers are separate
already from the systems of men including Christendom and therefore their contentions hold no effect. This dead
manchild company which is an imitation of the true will also be found in the earth, but they will have no power.”
(End Vision)

(2nd Vision)
“Babylon as a great and mighty empire collapsed completely by the invasion of the Hittite Nation. As they
invaded, Babylon collapsed and came to utter ruin in their economy, politics and as an identifiable people.
Hittites represent “fear” and that is the main instance of emotion during this time of great shaking in the
world of men, many will see this collapse and fear will be the harbinger bringing it to them. The Lord is
allowing much fear to come into the earth and into the world of men for this very reason.”
(End Vision)

(3rd Vision)
“The vision of the economy of the Lord; the Lord’s money value is based upon the silver and the gold He
has of His nature, but it can only be estimated by the amount of tribulation in the fellowship of Christ’s
sufferings that one endures. The more tribulation a saint endures the more holy and like Christ the saint
becomes and the more of the Lord’s economy the saint inherits. The Lord in this vision “tithed” the
Overcomers to the earth. He did not receive a tithe, He paid a tithe. That tithe was the lives of those
whom had endured great tribulation and the trial of life being their portion gave them over to inheriting
the promise of the Lord, even a glorified body. As these saints were changed in their bodies, the Lord used
them as a currency and He “paid” the earth with them. By paying the earth the nations and creation were
set free of their bondages and of their false identities and they came into the liberty of the Lord which was
manifested by these whom He now used as His holy currency.”
(End Vision)
(4th Vision)
“Then saw I watchmen standing upon the walls of The New Jerusalem, which walls were made of living
breathing Jasper which was filled with the flowing life of the living Christ in the form of blood in the Jasper
walls. This blood was filling the living Jasper stones of the wall and it permeated up unto the soles of the
feet of the watchmen. These watchmen are the raised up prophets during this age, past and present, who
declare the current motion of the spirit of the Lord unto their time frame and who lay out what is to come.
These stand readied upon the wall of the city both to warn and to exemplify the life of the living Christ
which flows unabated through the stones of Jasper. As the end of the age approached, signalling the
coming of a new age, the flowing of blood in the Jasper stones increased in speed, faster and faster the
flow became while at the same time the tribulation in the world of men increased and the tumults in the
earth increased until the earth could no more stand because of the hardness of the tribulation which it
endured. So both went together, the flowing of the life of Christ in the Jasper walls supporting the
prophets in their time frames and the tribulation in the earth, these coincided with our day culminating in
their words of prophecy being fulfilled and the new age dawning wherein the world of men would come
into great peace.”
(End Vision)
(5th Vision)
“Being then found to the side of the paved work I stood and beheld to my left a massive billowing fire, a
fire which enfolded in upon itself, great and huge was this fire and immense were the degrees of heat
which it generated. This fire engulfed itself completely over and over again. In the midst of the fire was a
Throne set and ONE who sat upon the Throne, even the Ancient of Days. As I viewed this in wonderment
the spirit of the Lord in me caused me to see to the right and to see the earth, the world of men in this
current time. A huge and a great idol was set up upon the earth, the people of the world gave great
worship to this idol and they made sacrifices unto it, killing themselves and their children unto this idol set
up. Turning back to behold the Lord upon the Throne I saw then a flying beast. It came out from behind the
area of the Throne, from the side of the left shoulder of the Lord in the atmosphere of these great flames
and it flew in a diagonal direction across the front of the Lord and out to the atmosphere over the world of
men and to fly over their idol. Revelation chapter 4 describes these as separate beasts with the faces of a
man, of a lion, of an eagle and of an ox. The flying beast I saw were all these 4 together as one in flight, a
culminate company by which they became one before His Holy gaze. They were 4 separate, but they were
also 4 together as they were also seen by Ezekiel. They flew past the face of the Lord and cried out unto
the Host of heaven “HOLY HOLY HOLY LORD GOD ALMIGHTY WHICH WAS AND WHICH IS AND WHICH IS
TO COME”. As they flew past the face of the Lord they gave great glory to the Lord but then proceeded
out beyond the enfolding flames out into the atmosphere of the earth and above the idol men had set up.
As they did the Lord collapsed and dissolved the idol and all the works of men in the earth became as dust
before the Lord who did all these things.”

(End Vision)
(6th Vision)
“From this vantage point in the atmosphere I found myself over the State of Virginia over the United
States of America and over the North American continent. Standing upon a solid place in the atmosphere I
beheld a great war over the entire continent. This war covered not only over America, but over all the
nations which are included in this continent, no nation was exempt from being included in this Great War.
I saw the massive columns of the powers of darkness, the spirits of wickedness in high places mount an
intelligent assault, mounting up towards the heavens with their assault. Above them and coming down
towards them was Michael and a great host of Angels upon which were placed battle gear and weapons of
war. As I saw this I knew that a great war is about to come to the earth. It was then that I saw that the
minions of hell and the Angels of heaven were in several companies, they were not only over this part of
the world, but other continents, all of them, also had this battle which is about to begin. Above Michael
and his host of warring Angels saw I the Lord seated upon the Throne of heaven giving His assent to
Michael and to wage war and to bring a culmination of the end of this age. Looking then upon the earth I
saw the masses of Christendom, those who hold the truth in unrighteousness and who are not holy, but are
living in a falseness which is an affront to the Lord for it is but an idol men have set up in their hearts. As
these prayed their prayers did not rise up unto the Lord but instead their prayers gave power to the lower
armies of the minions of hell to wage war and to mount up an assault against Michael and his Angels. But
I also saw Michael and his Angels receive power from the Lord. At the same time that Christendom was
praying unrighteous prayers, I saw hidden here and there in the earth the Overcomers who prayed right
prayers and holy prayers. These would pray according to the will of the Lord and as they did the Lord
would hear them and give power unto Michael to wage this war and to defeat the other armies which
were set up to overthrow and overtake the Lord and His everlasting Kingdom. So great was this number of
those involved in these wars and I saw that this is even now beginning in the realm of the spirit and over
the continents of the earth.”
(End Vision)
(7th Vision)
“Being then found in the spirit I was taken over the nation of Spain, back into a time where the medieval
world existed and Spain was a conquering nation. I saw the soldiers of Spain and their bright shining silver
breast plates on their armour come on ships over the seas to conquer and divide the western world. At this
time I saw Cuba and their people in current time whose lives were determined by the bondages placed
upon them from centuries ago. Although this is a nation of mixed peoples, they were under the influence
of the Spanish world that was based in pride and in ruthless conquest. To this day the people of Cuba
remained in bondage to that pride. My understanding rose higher and it came to me that this is not just
between Spain and Cuba, but all the nations of the earth have inherited from earlier times the curse of
pride and of nation which has now come to full measure in the earth. The Lord has now begun to move to
shake apart all this which has been laid out over many centuries so that the people therein, held to these
bondages from past times will be set free and be allowed to enter that greater Kingdom of the Lord when
Christ brings it with Him. I was given the one example of this with Spain and Cuba and shown that this is
happening over all nations which ancestry that the Lord will now shake, and eventually cleanse, all pride
swallowed up in the shakings will be null and void when it comes to its ability to control others. The
shakings are a motion of the Lord’s spirit to set free all that is in the world of men.”
(End Vision)
(8th Vision)
“Standing in the spirit and looking out unto the earth I saw the world of men in great tribulation, great and
sore was the time of testing which had come to the world of men. To my left and behind me a rushing of a
mighty wind rose up increasing in velocity. Then suddenly, passing me on my left rode the Lord upon a
chariot with four white horses pulling Him. He rode toward the earth with great speed causing this wind.

Behind Him and following Him were many white horses with the disembodied members of Christ’s Army
upon them, riding fast as the Lord rode the chariot towards the earth. Upon the earth men were unaware
of this coming as they were busy looking to one another to gird one another up during the great shakings
that were taking place. But spotted amongst the peoples of the earth, here and there were the faces of
the Overcomers who were alive and remaining unto the coming of the Lord. These were not looking
sideways at other men, they were looking up unto the Lord, fixing their gaze only upon Him, watching and
waiting for His coming to take place as their longed for event was actually now taking place, it was the
second coming of Christ to the world of men. I saw also amongst many graves the graves and the dust and
the ashes both on land and in the sea of these disembodied saints who rode with the Lord upon white
horses. As the Lord rode towards the earth I saw the dust, the ashes and those in the sea shake and come
together and come and join molecule upon molecule until their bodies came once again into form. Then
were they raised out of their places of death to STAND UPON THE EARTH with those who were yet alive at
His coming. Those who were yet alive also had a change happen unto them, their molecules shook off the
dust of the earth, the time frame of the earth, the condition of the earth and they came together into a
company of people whom the Lord now infused with His glory. This was the first resurrection. The Lord
upon the chariot lighted upon the soil of the earth and those disembodied came once again into their new
bodies and these all stood together with the Lord in the earth in the first resurrection. My words fail me to
describe this, but it was a glorification of the faithful in eternal physical bodies ON the earth with the Lord
joining them there in His own raised body as well. Words fail me to describe the glory of this event that is
about to happen in this present world of men.”
(End Vision)
To be continued.............
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